NEW PLANTER CONFIGURATIONS.

Whether planting corn, soybeans or other cash crops, you need a planter that can maximize the acres you cover when you have good running conditions. Building on the Early Riser 2000 series planter lineup, the Early Riser 2160 60 ft. toolbar is now available in 15- and 30-inch configurations — expanding the high-speed, high-tech Early Riser 2000 series lineup to deliver more capacity for large farming operations.

47R15 SPLIT ROW AND 24R30.
- Hydraulic lift on split row for fast conversion between 15-inch and 30-inch crops
- Versatility to plant corn or soybeans
- Optional soybean special version for 15-inch crops only
- Precision seed placement and singulation
- Plant specialty crops, such as, dry edible beans, etc.
- 24 rows with 30-inch row spacing, with options that are not available on the 2150 front-fold
- Optional Rowtrac Carrier System increases flotation and reduces compaction
- Wheels in front of the toolbar for soft, sticky and stony conditions
- Heavy-duty built frame and increased liquid fertilizer capacity at 600 gallons
- Steerable rear axle improves maneuverability to tight field entrances